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ABSTRACT
The CALM theorem—which states that monotonic programs
produce consistent distributed outcomes without coordination [2, 4]—originated with the (mirror image) observation
that mechanisms for ensuring consistency (e.g., concurrency
control and other coordination protocols) cannot be implemented with purely monotonic logic [5]. Since that time,
CALM has been a useful guiding principle for deciding whether
costly protocols are necessary to ensure correct program outcomes [1, 3, 10]. Recalling CALM’s roots in protocol implementation, we might be tempted to ask if we can apply a
finer-grained monotonicity analysis to study the implementations of coordination mechanisms themselves. For example, do certain concurrency control protocols fundamentally
require more coordination or synchronization than others?
In 2011 and again in 2012, Joe Hellerstein and I taught
a class at Berkeley that presented fundamental distributed
systems concepts and mechanisms through the lens of software development in the Bloom language. Students began with a simple key/value store implemented in Bloom;
class projects continually enriched the store with additional
mechanisms, including reliable and causal delivery, quorum
replication, multi-key transactions supported by 2PL and
MVCC, and commit protocols. Along the way, the students
turned the CALM static analysis machinery inwards, using
it to study the coordination protocol implementations themselves.
Some interesting results emerged that we will share in this
talk. Monotonicity analysis allowed us isolate and study the
fundamental cost of concurrency control protocols—namely,
when (and for what) processes are forced to wait, hence losing the opportunity to do useful local work. The results of
such analyses are invariant to the scale (ranging from processor cache to planetary) of the systems that use them, as well
as to underlying (but rapidly changing) system assumptions
about capacity, random I/O latency and network reliability.
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Of particular interest is our assessment of the MVCC protocols, which can be expressed almost entirely using monotonic logic: CALM analysis indicates that waiting is fundamentally only required for timestamp assignment. Recent
hardware trends make many of the historical shortcomings
of MVCC, including random I/Os and storage requirements,
less concerning—together, these observations help to explain
the renewed interest in multi-valued concurrency control in
large-scale distributed storage systems [6–9].
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